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shortness of breath develop, with shock and cyanosis, ending
in about 20% of cases in coma and death. In the chest
radiograph shadows from several millimetres to more than
a centimetre in diameter are bilaterally and extensively
distributed, with the lung apices perhaps spared. But despite
widespread shadows the patient's general condition may be
good. When the lungs are affected clinical resolution usually
occurs within two to three weeks and radiological resolution
within eight, though some shadows may persist for months
or years.
At necropsy papular lesions are found, with central

haemorrhage on the pleura and foci of haemorrhage and
consolidation 2-3 mm. in diameter or perhaps confluent.
The nodules in the lungs are discrete, an outer layer of
fibrous tissue enclosing necrotic material, with a varying
amount of calcium ; or within a capsule of circularly disposed
fibrous tissue the nodule may be composed of collagen or
hyaline with little orientation. The hyaline may be mixed
with caseous material, and Knyvett suggests that the fibrosis
proceeds through hyalinization to caseation and calcification,
though, as he says, the usual pattern would be for caseation
to occur first. Microscopically, focal necrosis and haemor-
rhage are seen, with infiltration by macrophages, lymphocytes,
and polymorphs. The walls of small blood vessels may be
affected and intranuclear and intracytoplasmic inclusion
bodies seen. Numerous calcified opacities, usually about
2 mm. in diameter, may years later be seen to have
developed in the lungs, the earliest two years after the acute
illness. No clinical or pathological evidence of tuberculosis
or histoplasmosis has been found.
The lesions are sufficiently characteristic for pathologist,

radiologist, and clinician to make the diagnosis in these cases.
But in some cases it may be possible to complete the story
by identifying the virus in material from the lung if it is
deep-frozen and unfixed.

Training of Hospital Junior Staff
The current ferment among hospital junior staff goes deeper
than discontent over long hours and meagre pay. These
young men know they need the opportunity to continue
learning if they are to advance in their profession, and present
working conditions in many hospitals are far from conducive
to the pursuit of knowledge. It can be argued that the
preregistration houseman should be encouraged to learn from
the practical application of knowledge gained in medical
school, but the senior house officer and registrar, committed
to higher examinations, need adequate time off for study.
Many regional hospitals accept this, and do their best to
provide facilities for staff in training. By doing so they reap
benefits by attracting men and women of high calibre. But
the success of training schemes depends on active support by
senior staff, and it is not only junior hospital staff who are
hard pressed. Time is at a premium for all who work in
the hospital service.
An admirable report on training facilities for junior hospi-

tal staff in the Glasgow region by Sir Charles Illingworthl
exposes many of the difficulties in postgraduate medical
education in Britain today. For the young doctor hospitals
must provide more than practical training ; they must also

produce future teachers and raise standards of medical care
by offering facilities for study, travel, and research. Normal
conditions of hospital work should include regular staff
meetings, unit conferences, and other educational programmes,
which junior staff should attend as a matter of course. " A
hospital where doctors visit and tend their patients and depart
. . . may give adequate routine care but can provide little
stimulus for those in training. A progressive hospital must
offer opportunities for argument, discussion, and debate." In
addition junior staff should be allowed adequate time off to
attend educational activities elsewhere, a practice which is
being increasingly accepted.2 In many parts of the country
these types of facilities already exist ; the problem still
remains of how overburdened junior staff are to use them.
For example, Sir Charles found that, while hours of work in
peripheral hospitals were reasonable, staff in hospitals in the
city were often overworked and much of the work was routine
and devoid of educational value. Too much time was spent
on secretarial work and on tasks which could have been done
by non-medical staff. A complete reappraisal of the work
that junior staff should be expected to undertake might free
them for a reasonable amount of educational activities, and
Dr. S. K. Sarkar's plea in our correspondence columns this
week (page 1011) echoes the thoughts of many young doctors.

Another problem about which the Glasgow report has
much to say is the present haphazard progress up the
specialist ladder. Many registrars would probably welcome
some form of organized training scheme,' though obviously
too rigid a pattern is to be avoided. A plan extending over
several years would not only offer the trainee specialist some
security but would also allow of rotation between general
and special units and between centre and periphery. Married
quarters would have to be provided. The time is passing
when the intending specialist can afford to try his luck. He
needs practical help. Only if it is forthcoming will the
hospital service continue to attract candidates of the highest
quality.

' Illingworth, Sir Charles, Training Facilities for 7unior Hospital Staff,
1966. Glasgow Postgraduate Medical Board.

: Paton, A., Postgrad. med. 7., 1966, 42, 100.
' Bennett, J. R., Lancet, 1966, 2, 539.

Current Practice
No doctor likes to feel out of date, but knowledge is advancing
so fast and on so many fronts that the task of keeping up
becomes increasingly daunting. The Current Practice section
of the B.M.7. is designed to pick out the fields in which the
advances are of practical importance to doctors treating
patients and to give sound advice on the application of this
new knowledge. This week at page 993 is the first article
of a series on the management of skin disease. All doctors in
hospital and general practice learn to recognize the common
disorders of the skin, but in the last few years antibiotics,
specific fungicides, and topical corticosteroid preparations
have revolutionized treatment. The articles are limited to
management and will touch only lightly on diagnosis, but
will give a critical assessment of the newer remedies. No
attempt is being made to present a comprehensive account of
dermatology, and rare disorders will not be discussed.
Next month the articles on Today's Drugs will be

resumed. Each year many new drugs are released, but few
become established as of lasting value. Accounts will be
given of the newcomers that prove to have real advantages
in efficacy or in freedom from the adverse effects of their
predecessors.
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